
H Bag    

Supply List 

This list will give you fabric requirements for making one bag of each size.

Canvas, decorator fabric, linens or mid weight fabrics are best. Other 
lighter weight fabrics will always require fusible stabilizer & can be used 
with equal success. Midi and mini bag are best when stabilizer is used 
regardless of fabric weight.


Required (both sold in class) 
H Bag Patterns 

Jumbo / Regular size … $10

Midi / Mini…$10


Fabric


Jumbo Size 
Outside ……1⅓ yd.

Lining……1⅓ yd.

Optional ……fusible mid weight interfacing ……1⅓ yd.

Dowels….. 2ea. per bag 17” long sold in class $5.00 per set

Foam board for bag bottom……. 9 x 17 inches   


Regular Size 
Outside…..⅔ yd. ( if directional 1 yd. is suggested)

Lining…..⅔ yd. (if directional 1 yd. is suggested. 

Optional…….fusible mid weight interfacing…….⅔ yd.

Dowels……2 ea. per bag 15” long sold in class $5.00 per set

Foam board for bag bottom……7½ x 15 inches  


Midi Size or Mini Size 
Outside …….½ yd. 

Lining…..½ yd.

Fusible interfacing……½ yd.

Dowels…..2 ea. per bag 12” long sold in class $5.00 per set

Foam board for bag bottom…….Midi…7½ x 12 inches

                                                     Mini…5 x 12 inches




Bag bottom covers….. the form core board or cardboard bottoms should 
be covered with fabric for a neat finish. Extra / scrap fabric can be used. 
Pieces can no larger than ¼ - ½ yd. 


I use the cardboard fabric bolts that fabric is wound on to make bag 
bottoms. I cut them to size expect for the mini bag which needs a 
narrower bottom.  Ask your local quilt shop for a few. 


Get foam core board at your local Dollar store.


 Sewing Supplies


Rotary cutter, mat, ruler (14-18”)

Good quality straight pins

Machine piecing thread 

Seam ripper 

Square ruler (optional not larger than 12” square)

Sewing Machine, capable operator and instruction manual

Extra rotary blades & sewing machine needles

Marking pencil, pen or your favorite marking tool which will be used on the 
wrong side of your fabric.

Small sharp scissor for clipping corners


Any other tool or item you cannot live without when piecing!!


Other Supplies


Trims, embellishments i.e. buttons, appliques, ribbons etc. used to 
decorate the outside of the bag. Get your creative mojo on. 

Contrast thread can also be used for visible stitching.
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